2003 jeep liberty engine

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. The contact owns a Jeep Liberty. The contact stated that the
vehicle stalled without warning. The dealer diagnosed that the motor failed and needed to be
repaired. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure mileage was approximately , The contact
stated that the engine stalled numerous times without warning. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic, who diagnosed a failure code with the oxygen sensor. The oxygen
sensor was replaced several times however, the failure was not corrected. The vehicle
continued to stall without warning and the engine warning light remained illuminated. The
manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , Engine
failure.. Search CarComplaints. While in park, the air bag and engine warning lights illuminated.
The failure recurred on numerous occasions. The vehicle was taken to a dealer, who stated that
the part needed to repair the vehicle was unavailable. The contact stated that the manufacturer
exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the recall repair. The manufacturer was notified of the
issue. The failure mileage was unknown The contact owned a Jeep Liberty. While driving 25
mph, the engine failed. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic who diagnosed that
the engine needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The VIN was not
available. While driving approximately 25 mph, the engine stalled without warning. The vehicle
was restarted. When the accelerator pedal was depressed, the vehicle suddenly stalled and
crashed into a telephone pole. The air bags failed to deploy and the seat belt had not restrained
the contact. As a result, the contact sustained back and neck injuries that required medical
attention. A police report was filed. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The VIN was
unavailable. We was driving home from work and the Jeep started losing power we pulled it
over and turn it off. We had a mech take a look at it and he said that the heads was cracked. I
know a couple other people that has a Jeep Liberty and they are having the same problems.. I
T-boned a taxi that tried clearing 3 lanes of roadway last minute to make his exit. I was going
30mph. Upon impact, the priuses airbags went off, and I noticed my airbags in the Jeep did not
go off. For an impact at that speed, and hitting the car full frontal, it should have definitely gone
off. Engine shut off while driving. We flipped and wrecked. We just got major engine work done,
before the accident, due to the engine shutting off twice before. The contact stated that the
vehicle stalled without warning while she drove at approximately 30 mph. The failure was
experienced several times. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The approximate
failure mileage was 89, and the current mileage was , I have known 2 other people with this
issue, I have been the only one with fire. My Jeep is leaking oil from the engine seal that is just
above the passenger side upstream exhaust right before the passenger side catalytic converter.
I smelled burning oil and I got under the car and there was a small fire which I extinguished with
my rag. The problem is also a huge health issue. The interior of the vehicle becomes filled with
the burning smell. Smoke bellows out from under the vehicle at these stops also. I am afraid of
the thing bursting into flames at a light and being helpless. I know 2 other people that have this
exact issue. One of them got rid of their vehicle, the other still has it. This is a major defect that
will result in fire, or as I see it cancer due to the smoke entering the vehicle. I have to clean the
oil saturated area at least once a week. My father in-law was driving home from NY to Ohio when
the engine started to lose power then over heated I took off the valve cover found that the 2 cyl
valve came off and cracked the head went on line read this is a major problem I have pics. The
car had been acting funny, going fast then making a noise and going ok again. I am not a fast
driver as in November my husband of 32 years, passed after being in a hit and run, from people
with no insurance, my life is pretty much hell. I was starting to smell something funny like
burning and I thought I maybe a tire or strut. I was at a signal second car in and loots of traffic,
including school buses. There was a gas station about feet from me, but the first car went in to
get gas, so on second thought going by the pumps was not a good idea, so I put on signal and
tried to pulled over. Car were speeding past me and the car began to accelerate and it will to the
right, I turned left or pulled to the left, crashed into a pole hard. Seat belt went flying off, air bags
on side did not go off, but front ones did. I broke my leg and bruises, plus a black eye. Since the
week before I lost my job, I am doomed, have to try to find a job, because I can:T my car get
unemployment. I loved my car first and only car I have ever had. The Jeep begin to smoke and
then cut off. Upon arriving at the mechanic he stated the air condition clutch caught fire. The
contact stated that while traveling various speeds, the vehicle suddenly stalled. The vehicle was
taken to a private mechanic where it was found that the crankshaft sensor, camshaft sensor and
fuel pump needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired but the vehicle failed to start. The
manufacturer was contacted about the failure. The failure mileage was , I have heard this is a
very common problem with the 3. From what the mechanics have told me is the lifters pop loose

in the head and the engine sounds like it has blown. The lifter rattles around in the cylinder
head making all kinds of noise. My first one was in I think on passenger side and the lifter
jumped. The vehicle is sitting right now because I don't have the money to fix it so I don't know
if there was external damage done as well. This is a very common problem on all of the Jeep
blogs with the 3. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Log in or Sign up.
Mar 2, at PM 1. Ok gang, I got a weird one on a Jeep Liberty 3. CEL on, multiple cylinder misfire
code P only, no stuttering, no loss of power, no detonation, no unusual engine noise. I have
replaced all spark plugs, all coil packs, PCV valve, and the crank sensor. It's still throwing the
CEL and P It has done this with regularity the last 20 tanks or more. In at a loss, anyone had this
happen before, or have any ideas? Last edited: Mar 2, Mar 2, at PM 2. Mar 3, at AM 3. Sounds
like a bad valve seat. Had that issue before I got my new engine. Try marvel myster oil. It works
wonders Jeep Liberty 3. Mar 3, at PM 4. Mar 3, at PM 5. Last edited: Mar 3, Mar 4, at AM 6. I
would think that anything mechanically in the engine would happen all the time not just based
on where the fuel level is. Have you tried running any ethanol free gas through it just to see if
after a couple tanks it goes away. The gas level issue and how consistent it is makes me think it
is more fuel related at the moment. Mar 4, at AM 7. May 2, at AM 8. Funny, just this morning my
'03 Jeep Liberty 3. It has K miles and is running great. I just changed the oil, air filter, brake
fluid, and front rotors this weekend, but doubt any of this is related. I changed the PVC at the
last oil change. Within 30 seconds of the CEL coming on, I ran a scan and cleared the code.
Drove for 21 miles to work and everything is A-OK. Hope it was just a fluke, but somehow doubt
it May 2, at PM 9. I had an intermittent problem like that until I changed the coil. May 2, at PM I
ordered new plugs because it is time. My coils are k miles old! Dec 2, at PM Hello, I have exactly
the same problem for a month now, with the same P, P, P errors I've changed all sparks and
coils Did you still have the issue? Have you already had it fixed, or figured it out what the
problem was? Please, I would very appreciate you could answer to me I'm a total lost! Thank
you! I've been down this misfire road. First off a Snap on scanner can be utilized to view the
misfires live, and see the counts on which cylinders etc. Even new coils could be mis behaving,
Mopar coil packs recommended. Even tho the 3. Before changing spark plugs, I like to use
seafoam poured slowly into intake rear line, at throttle body rpm, and then shut it off for 10
minutes, and then restart it, for a good hwy run once a year. Ethanol fuels like to absorb
moisture and fuel can sour a bit after 30 days. The idle should then be smooth and not wavering
across rpm range. Make sure no vacuum leaks and even use a vacuum tester. Last edited: Dec
2, Dec 3, at AM I do appear to have a small drivers side valve gasket leak so I will change plugs
at that time using NGK coppers most likely Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk. Dec 3, at PM
You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address:
Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain.
Vehicle Listing Details. Thank you for choosing Auto Expo of Huntington, We sell the finest
selection of pre-owned Jeeps since , full service facility and detailing facility on site to ensure a
reliable and professional buying experience, all vehicles included a power-train warranty for
added piece of mind, all advertised prices reflect purchase of an extended warranty at
non-promotional price, We are not responsible for typographical errors. Price and availability
subject to change without prior notice. Other terms, conditions may apply, CALL office for
details. Visit us online at WWW. COM for more information and additional pictures. You can
apply for credit, get directions to our dealership, or get additional information. We look forward
to serving you! Welcome to Auto Expo of Huntington a family owned and operated automobile
dealership with over 25 years of experience. At Auto Expo of Huntington we strive for customer
satisfaction and take great pride in offering our customers the best pre-owned Jeeps available.
It is our primary goal to facilitate and support you in any way throughout your buying
experience. Our online dealership was created to assist in your buying needs and enhance your
experience in choosing the perfect Jeep for you. We invite you to come see our selection of
Jeeps in our Huntington Location and speak with a sales associate. We have over Jeeps
Available!!! We will be more than happy to answer any questions you may have about our
inventory and assist you in ,hand picking, the Jeep of you dreams. Everyone gets approved for
credit reguardless of credit history. Only , Miles! This Jeep Liberty delivers a Gas V6 3. Variable
intermittent windshield wipers, Tachometer, Speed sensitive pwr locks. Just minutes away!
Cactus Green Pearl Coat exterior, Sport trim. Click me! Key features include. Option packages 3.
That's why we always make sure go above and beyond for our loyal customers throughout our
community. It's our world class customer service that helps us earn your business time and
again while serving your driving needs! Price does not include a charge for 0. Galena Chrysler,
a partner owned and operated business for over 20 years, offers the easiest no hassle buying
process in the business. If we do not have specific comments on a vehicle, please call us for a

walk around description. Nice Jeep Liberty. Has 6 cylinder engine, automatic transmission and
four wheel drive. The Cylinder head gaskets were replaced, water pump, thermostat and
radiator. The alternator is new. Jeep has all new brakes front and rear as well as four new tires.
It runs and drives great Four wheel drive is flawless. Undercarriage is very clean. Call us at or
visit us at It is a Fixer-Upper: a low-cost car option for those with the ability to perform
mechanical repairs themselves, or have access to others who can help. Our comprehensive
point inspection report lists suggested repairs. This list can be used as a guideline for you or, at
your option, we can perform these repairs for you at a discount. This Jeep is NOT Maryland
State inspected, however you can save money by doing the repairs yourself or of course we can
do them you. Either way you are buying the Jeep at a wholesale price. Call us today at for more
details and to make an appointment. Some of our used vehicles may be subject to unrepaired
safety recalls. New Price! Odometer is miles below market average! We offer tradional financing
and special financing. This vehicle ran when it came in, but now itneeds work. Come check it
out and save BIG on cheap wheels or part itout for more money. The vehicle identified is
inoperable or otherwisecannot be tested for emissions. After youfix it, then it can be tested.
Recent Arrival! This vehicle has been through our award-winning factory-trained service
department and comes with the following features; 16 x 7 Styled Steel Wheels, 4. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Manual 6.
Engine Type Diesel 5 Gas Cylinders 4 cylinders 5 6 cylinders Interior Color Black Gray. Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings.
Know The Deal. New Listing. No accidents. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Jeep liberty V6 3. I have driven a wide variety of vehicles From Hyndaui
accent to a Dodge Ram and this has to be my favortie! All these people ho say they have to
replace their brakes every miles are full of crap! How many times do they slam on their brakes
bc they werent paying attention to the car infront of them? Alot Im willing to bet on that. Read
more. Read less. Sign Up. The check engine light came on in my Jeep Liberty so I took it to
Autozone to have it checked by their computer. It showed that the throttle position sensor might
need to be replaced. Is this urgent? What kind of problems might it cause? How much should I
expect to pay to have it replaced? Do you. Fault codes never say to replace parts. They only
indicate which circuit needs further diagnosis. Wiring problems account for about half of the
problems that set sensor codes. Throttle position sensors are relatively inexpensive and are an
easy do-it-yourself project, but they don't fail very often. You can get a better idea of what's
wrong with the circuit from the exact code description. Did it say "voltage too high", "voltage
too low", etc. Was this answer. The code was P if that helps. The sensor is fed with 5. It can't go
beyond those voltages unless there's a break in a wire, a break in an internal connection, or an
intermittent contact with the movable contact. The code description I have is "signal voltage too
high". In the case of an intermittent contact, there is a "pull-up" resistor in the computer to force
the signal voltage to go to a known defective state so it will set the appropriate code. You could
indeed have an intermittent sensor, but the best thing to do first is to inspect the connector pins
in the plug, be sure there's no sign of white or green corrosion, reconnect it, and erase the code
to see if it comes back. Most codes of that type self-erase after 50 engine starts if the problem
doesn' occur again. The throttle position sensor has probably the least effect on fuel metering
of all the sensors so replacement is not real critical. What's more important is the computer
constantly monitors lots of other things and they all have criteria that must be met before those
tests are performed. If the computer has set a code for the throttle position sensor, it likely
won't perfo
subaru serpentine belt
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rm self tests that occur at certain throttle positions, or for things that are compared against the
throttle position sensor's readings. That lack of self-testing has two concerns. The first is the
vehicle won't pass an emissions test if you live in an area where that is required. Second, a
totally different problem could arise that has a bigger affect on how the engine runs, but the
computer won't detect that problem and set a code to tell you where to look. Other than that, the
engine could run just fine. Here's a photo from rockauto. Com to show what the sensor looks
like. Two bolts go through the brass rivets to hold it to the throttle body assembly. Image Click
to enlarge. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Check Engine Light Content. When
your car's check engine comes on the first thing you think of is my car still safe to drive? This is
a valid point because in some instances the car will be fine while I Took To Auto Sponsored

links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

